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C-Band: What Does the First Week of C-Band
Version 3.0 Tell Us?

With another big news week, we are splitting the Weekend Update into two notes; this C-Band focused one and

another, to arrive Sunday night, providing an update on the merger and other telecom policy news. (We are also

publishing this morning a note discussing why DISH should be able to sell its licensees without the government

taking the proceeds, a question that came up a lot this week: LINK).  

In this C-Band note we discuss what we have learned, and the critical questions still to be answered, in the first

week of the FCC’s new C-Band direction (which we refer to as Version 3.0) of running the auction itself.  We think

the initial stakeholder and political reactions demonstrate that the question of the private v. public auction is no

longer in play, that CBA’s leverage to obtain funds lies not in threats about litigation or the narrative about how

political leadership is depriving America of leadership in 5G, but only in its leverage related to the time to clear

300MHz, that the process is likely to go down both a legislative and regulatory track but the FCC is likely to

finish before Congress, probably rendering Congressional efforts moot.  We think both tracks will be bipartisan,

which is important for reducing any political risk of election results causing another rethink and a C-Band version

4.0.  We don’t have new insight into what may be the most important investment question, which is which

enterprises the FCC believes should receive funds beyond relocation expenses and, further, between those

enterprises, how should any funds be sized and allocated.  

Once those questions are answered, however, there are multiple ways of effectuating that distribution though

each carries different political and litigation risks. Part of the calculus requires estimating the results of the

auction and calculating those requires understanding the other spectrum bands that will also be coming into the

market.

(more…)
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